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and V. N. Sulibkii 

Ont of the determining factors in the economic, 
scientific and technical development of a country is the 
availability of local skilled personnel. It is particularly 
important to have personnel qualified in the new fields 
of science that are opening up. One such field is 
automated management. Lack of personnel qualified to 
plan and operate an Automated Management System 
(AMS) can hinder the effective use of computers and the 
introduction of automation to management in various 
sectors of the economy. 

However, before- a country can successfully 
introduce an AMS it must have sorr.' means of 
forecasting the number of experts that will be required 
for its operation and i,f formulating a policy for their 
training. 

The Central Mathematical Kconomics Institute of 
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR has developed a 
mathematical model that provides the answers to both 
these requirements, the model is divideJ into two 
stages: in the first stage the number of qualified 
personnel required based on the expected growth of 
technology and science in the particular field-is 
determined; the second stage indicates the measures that 
should be taken to train this personnel. 

Firtt stage 

Curve IV in figure 1 shows the expected growth rate 
of new AMS over the period covered by the curve. The 
number of specialists required is determined by 
comparing a certain base with the curves representing 
the sets of conditions possible. {I] Curve I shows the 
growth of intake into higher educational institutions. 

Curves II and III show, respectively, the growth of 
intake into upgrading couises and advanced systems- 
analysis courses. On the basis of experience gained in the 
preparation and operation of trial AMS in various sectors 
of the USSR economy, it was found possible to break 
the personnel structure down into four categories, 
according to level of qualification: 

I'm/fit managers. The project manager is an economist 
or engineer highly skilled in systems analysis who has the 
responsibility for organizing and carrying through an 
AMS projeer for a particular economic unit. 

Deputy project managers. The deputy project manager is 
also an economist or engineer, but less highly qualified 
in systems analysis, lie is responsible for organizing and 
carrying through a part ("sub-system") of an AMS 
project. 

Subsystem managers. The sub-system manager performs 
a specific function in the planning of certain sectors of 
the AMS. lie must have a good knowledge of 
programming and analysis (data processing and informa- 
tion flow) and specializes in planning and organizing the 
following: 

Production 
Material supplies 
Marketing 
Personnel and salaries 
Subsidiary production 
Data processing and information systems 
Mihcmatical services 
Technical services 
Kiectronic and computer systems 



Operational staff The operational staff is composed of 
specialists with academic qualifications who carry out 
specific tasks under the supervision of the sub-system 
managers. 

The following specialists are needed to prepare an 
AMS: 

Project manager: 1 
Deputy project managers: j 
Sub-system managers: 10 
Operational staff : 10 

This list does not include less qualified personnel such as 
technicians, programmers and service staff. 

Sêeomdttmgg 

The second suge of the model is based on a system 
of recurrent ratios. The most important factor in this 
calculation is the internal dynamics of the personnel 
structure. This means the movement of specialists from 
one level of skill to another, as shown in the block 
diagram (figure 2). The blocks represent the various 
categories of specialist: 1-operational staff; 3-sub-system 
managers; 5-deputy project managers; 6-project mana- 
gers. Blocks 0, 2 and 4 represent higher educational 
institutions, upgrading courses, and advanced courses for 
systems analysis, respectively. 

Each block in the system may be filled externally 
(arrows pointing towards blocks 1-6 o.f the system) or 
from the personnel training system (arrows from blocks 
0, 2 and 4, respectively, to blocks 1, 3, 5 and 6). 

Specialists move from one level of skill to another 
(excluding blocks 5 and 6) only through the personnel 
training system. Trainees can be brought into this system 
(blocks 2 and 4) either from outside (arrows from 
outside the system to blocks 2 and 4) or from within the 
system itself (arrowi from block 1 to block 2 and from 
block 3 to block 4). 

The following assumption« vet made with respect to 
the movement of specialists from oie blorU to another 
within a given personnel training system: 

(a) Operational staff may enter the upgrading 
courses after having ca.ned out practical AMS 
project work for not less than K, years, 

(b) Upon completion of six-month upgrading 
courses, the trainees move to block 3, 

(c) Sub-system managers may enter advanced 
courses for systems analysts after not less than 
K-i years of practical experience in mathemati- 
cal economics and the use of computers in 
production management; 

(d) Upon completion of one-year courses, the 
trainees are distributed between blocks Ï and 6; 

(e) The specialists in block 5 may move to block 6 
after not less than K} years ot practical 
experience as deputy project mar.ag -rs; 

(f) The period for preparation of an AMS project is 
five years; 

(g) The period of study in a higher rducatk nal 
establishment is five years; 

(b) Upon completion of the preparation of one 
AMS project, the operational staff (block 1) 
either move on to the planning of a new AMS 
project, or continue operating the old one 
(arrows from block 1 to block 8); 

(i) In the course of each year of the planning 
period, specialists drop out of each block of the 
system. These "drop-outs" are indicated by 
arrows from the blocks to a point outside the 
system, equivalent to moving to a fictitious 
block 7. 

The following symbols are used in the model : 

x% » planning target for the number 
of specialists in block > at the 
beginning of year ». 





n 

•»."""•. t. 

• proportional movement of «pe 
•' cialtst« from on» block to 

another, i* the proportion of 
the total number of specialists in 
Mock i at the beginning of »ny 
year in the planning period that 
wiM move to block / by the end 
of that year 

*" * number of ipeciilnts m block i 
at the beginning of year » 
produced by the inner dynamic« 
of the system. 

, a) » necessary intake of speciali«» 
into block i at the beginning of 
year ». 

t" • necessary intake of students into 
the higher education system in 
year ». 

i • proportion of students dropping 
ou. of higher educational inatitu 
tiona over the whole period of 
die course. 

Th»*: 

W the necetaary intake of operational staff into 
Mock I at the beginning of year n-u» is known, then 
the intake of students into higher educational 
matmttiofM at the beginning of year n 5 is calculated 
according to the formula: 

.»-I 
\-4 

i 

In order to calculate the value of J», it is necetaary 
to take into account the dropout of specialitts in the 
courte of the five years of preparation of one AMS, and 
alto the movement of operational ttaff to upgrading 
eonratt after if, years of practice training (If, it 
assumed tc be leu than 5) and to the operation of the 
AMS upon completion of iti preparation: 

Iï^lt<»-r»„),(»-#1 
$ #í, + l ,s-sr*> 

In determining the necetaary intake of trainees into 
the upgrading courses in year n-1, it is necessary to take 
«to account the estimated shortage of project managers 
in year n and the estimated number of tpecialiatt in 
Hock I having practical experience of not les: than Jf4 

yean ( Kt < 5), who will enter advanced syttemt-amlytt 
courses in year «. 

where   « 

"• u-r„>Ktfm <*;.-• -*r'> 

the vilue of  i * <% calculated in the same way »  }" 
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The intake into advanced systems analyst course« in 
year» I is made up of two component» the estimated 
shortage of project managers in year » plus the 
estimated shortage of deputy pro)ect managers in year » 

where "»***• *l   •* J* 

The value f J is calculated taking into account the 
dropout of specialists from block 5 during the five years 
of preparation of one AMS and the movement of 
specialitts with not less than Kj years' practical 
experience from block 5 to block 6: 

(l   >S7>*  d-r\ ,>» "'+l <*:.* ') 

In calculating the value of J», the dropout of 
specialists from the block during the five years of 
preparation of one AMS and the intake of specialists 
from block 5 with not less than K, years' practical 
experience are taken into account: 

**-<,-^.7>s-:.s+/'„('^7)'
C»<*;.'*; s) 

With the help of th» model, the intake of students 
into higher educational institution« snd the intake of 
trtmeet into upgrading courses and advanced system« 
analyst courses during the forecasting period were 
calculated. In this connexion, the following assumptions 
were made concerning the proportional movement p on 
the basis of experience acquired in the use of''the 
method! of mathematica: economics and of computers 
in production management: 

#ij-0-»; Pji'i. PM'0.04¡ pit-00i, 

*un *rim *i,m P„m 0-Oh /•27"/»«T«0, p„«O.J 
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It w impaaubfe tu emphaaue tuo tttnagty du part 
plavrd hy the ditaefmmttion of informiti*« m 
economic and wcid development The importance ©f 

thi* factor has been burn* o«t tinte and time «fain iti the 
past «ml •» today a metier of «ourH tn .iiduMrtaliaed 
countries, both tu business m»r»*K«ment and |«vefn 
ment, Confirmed la practice «ve-y day, It would perh:»p* 
go unnoticed if it were not for tht un-vefsal proliferation 
of information aid* and if the phenomenon of the 
to-called "documentation expJoston" did not ind**ct»y 
call atteiHion tc it 

*t cannot, therefore, be ignored by the developttg 
countries. At the end of the fir« United1 Ntticms 
Davalo«. m«m   Decade   *   bacarne   appâtant   that   4M 
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wa* more mM in the tun« fun than the exchangr Of 
go**, twn If *« MrrJ f«w inform**« »not •§*•«. 
cl«»rly fad erd alea» net manage to «afee* «traf, H I« 
certwa thpt m every «ne ©f these fount ne» there n|n| 
latent demand for mfarmatuin, Imbed with an urgent 
need lor development If the first ímpetu« i« given and a 
«aw made the »Umtäte success or iarlbre of the- 
operation w'H depead «a a large txteet oa tfte recent of 
lettefactory replats to request» for informata**. A report 
published in 19*9 hy Sir HeVrt Jatfcean U i***> #/ 
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stresses this point and the imporrarne of a world wide 

information exchange system directly geared to 

econome and social development Without «uh a 
system the aid policy as 4 whole might well be 
jeopardized 

Thu article seeks to describe what has been done 
towards the progressive establishment of «ich a system, 
to give i general idea of its organization and methods, 
and to forecast its development in the near future 
Naturally, the attention given to the system as a whole 
should not ignore the efforts of each participant body 

within its own particular field of competence It is 
merely .itended to show here thai an undertaking of 

th!s order in the documentation field achieves maximum 

efficiency by functioning through an international 
network which guarantees the most varied information 
and offers wider possibilities of dissemination 

ImMfchment of an international documenta- 
tati network 

It was ai a direct result of the Development Enquiry 
Service being set up at the Development Centre of 

OTCD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development)1 that an international documentation 
network was progressively established. 

The OECD Development Enquiry Service was 
created for the purpose of helping developing countries 
to solve their documentation problems and from the 

outaet took on the task of collecting, processing and 
disseminating, on request, available information on the 
multifarious subjects connected with economic and 

»ociai development Ai its own documentary resources 
were limited, and it was not geared to deal with all fields 

of development, it immediately based its action on the 
collaboration of the main national, regional and 

international centres of sp;cialized information, and 
aimed at building them up into a network. In order to 

avoid any overlap with similar activities that might have 

been undertaken by another international organization, 

OECD contacted the United Nations, which recognized 
the advantages of the programme submitted to it and 

noted that this programme met a need that the United 
Nations could not itself satisfy because of its 

organizational structure. The UN then decided to 
co-operate in its implementation. 

In October 1964, the first stage in the establishment 

of an international documentation network was 
completed at a conference held in Berlin by the German 

Foundation for the Developing Countries (Deutsche 

Stiftung für Entwicklungsländer). In the courte of an 
exchange of views on the various aspects of an 

international exchange of information relating to 

development, the participants warmly welcomed tl.e 

plan placed before them by the Development Centre, 

'OECD, 
rwislé«. 

Dewlaps—m Cam, 94 ne Chardon-Ua»ch«, 71, 

and some of them, such as the German Foundation itself 

and the International Committee for Social Sciences 
Documentation, resolved to assist m carrying it out 

The second stage involved approaching the mter 
national organizations belonging to the United Nations 

family who* cooperation was essential to the success 

of the project The International Labour Organisation 
(ILO) and the rood and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) were already ,n their own 
spheres, processing a considerable volume of documenta 

tion, and they had worked out method, of giving 
potential inquirers, especially m the developing coun- 

tries, easy access to their stocks of information It was 

necessary to draw on their expenmce ,n establishing the 
joint system and to decide with ttu,„ „n the procedure 

for addressing questions to the members of the network 
best qualified to reply to them. 

Since national sources of information could on no 
account be neglected, the documentation network was 

at the same time extended to the member countries of 
OECD, and a cert; n number of e.change and 

co-operation »greements signalled tfur willingness to 
take part in tht venture. 

Finally, the developing countries themselves were 
urged to join the network, and some of them agreed to 

be not only beneficiaries but also active members of an 
international exchange system. The ways in which they 

would collaborate were decided upon at a meeting 
organized in Paris at the OECD Development Centre in 

March 1967, when the functions of the relay stations set 
up in each of the countries concerned were defined as 
follows: 

• To act as intermediary between the user and 
the Development Enquiry Service. 

• To be in a position to describe the precise 
condition« in which the information is circula- 
ted, and to supply the users with any 

explanations they may requir- about the 
operation of the Service and the help they may 
expect from it. 

• To transmit to the Enquiry Service the 

questions received and also to send it any useful 
documentation obtained from local sources. 

• To make an on-the-spot evaluation of the 
•ervice rendered, taking into account the final 
destination of the documentary material 
procured. 

• To make the Enquiry Service known and to 
help enlarge its audience. 

Contporirjon of the network 

to    composed    at   present,    the   document«»!*« 
network   * , profoundly original creation. It briaga 
together,   in   the same economic and social venture 
institutions of very different kind*. 



Many of them are world-wide such as ILO FAO, 

UNESCO, UNIDO and the United Nat.ona. with which 
they are linked Others, like OECD »re inter 
governmental institution covering well-defined regioni, 

««eh as the Commission of (tie ' uropean Communities, 

the Iconormc Communion* for Africa, Vaia, Europe and 
Latin A meni'a. and the Europea,i Conference of 

Minuten of T'ansport (ECMT). Others, again are 
non-governmental and represent rather varied interests. 

such as the International Council of Voluntary Agencies 
and the World Counnl of Churches, some spécialité in 

the field of documentaron, such at the International 
Federation for Documentation and the International 
Committee for Social Sciences Documentation. 

National institutions of equal diversity that belong 

to industrialized countries (member countries of OECD) 

and others to developing countries, work side by side 
within the network with these international organiza 

tiona. The first group are mainly institutions specializing 
in co-operation and technical assistance, whether they 

are governmental u">inistr'es. secretariats of state, etc.) 
or enjoy some measure of autonomy vis a-vi« the 

government, as, fi r "> ample, the German Foundation 
for the Develo pi i'¿ Countries and numerous specialized 
research institutes. The second category mainly involves 
governmer. bodies engaged in planning or responsible 
for economic and social policy. 

TV efficiency of the network depends to a large 
extent on the diversity of the institutions associated 
with it. The fact that it includes bodies located in 
developing countries which can receive requests or 

redistribute the information, in itself guarantees that the 

information services of the developed countries and 
those of international organizations will not be working 

in a vacuum. Similarly, the exchange of documentation 
between developing countries undoubtedly means better 

utilization of the experience being jained in the various 
regions of the world with regard to development. 

This diversity could have in the long ran threatened 

the existence of th» network, m spite of the links forged 

by the constant exchange of information, if a certain 
number of measures had not been taken to ens re 
cohesion. One of these measures was the publication by 
the OECD Development Enquiry Service of a Bulletin 
àts CorrtsponAmtt (correspondents' bulletin), in which 

every member of the network ein recount lus own 

experiences and make criticisms and suggestions. More 
important is the regular convening of these corresporr 

dents at meetings where satisfactory operation of the 

system which they run together M checked on the basts 

of the practical experience of each. Sometimes these 
meetings arc held at the OCCD Development Centre, at 

ether times at the headquarters of one of the main 

partKtpaonf organizations. The two mest recent *«rt 
held respectively at FAO, in ROHM, on 24, 25 and 2é 

March 19*9 and at the ILO, in Cenava, OH 9, 1« and II 
Decemoer 1970. 

TV IHM of institutions actually represented at these 
two meetings clearly shows the estent and complexity 
of the network 

I.     INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Operating en • rtpotml bam 

Afro Asian Organization for Economic Co-operatMsn 
(AFRASEC) 
Asian Productivity Organization (AK» 

Commission  of the  European Communities (CCE) 
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) 

Economic Commtsamn for Asia and the Ear East 
(ECAFE) 
Economic Communion for Europe (ECE> 

Economic  Commission fL»r Latin America (ECLA) 

European   Conference   of   Ministers   of  Transport 
(ECMT) 
Industrial Development Centre for Arab States 
Inter American Development Rank (IDR) 
Organization of American States (OAS) 

Food and Agriculture Organisation of ine United 
Valions (FAO) 

International Rank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
ment (I »KD) 

International Labour Organisation (ISO) 
International Trade Centre (ITC) 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Devel- 
opment (OECD) 

United Nations 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop- 
ment (UNCT AD) 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDT) 

Unite** Nations Educational, Scientific and Castani 
Organization (UNfeMJO) 

United Nations  Indttrtrtal Development Organiaa 
tion (UNIDO) 

International    Centre    for    Africa*    Social    and 
Economat Documentation 

International Commétta« far Social Setene« Daw* 
mentation (tCSSD) 

International Council of Voluntary Ageneats 

International F-deratton fee Dstsnmisus» <F¡|» 

i Uftton of sUdwayt (UK) 
Amanean Centre fee 

SCKNC«S(LACRM> 

Ws«U Cattaci) of CtMsrefcss <»AX) 



Il NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

Aratntma 

Et latum 

Botina 

CMr 

National Instirure -or Industrial l>ch 
nology 

Office   de   ta   coopération   n   déve- 
loppement 

Centro National   Boh< ;ano dt Docu 

mentation Científica y Irenica 

Innato ftrastleiro de »ihttografta r 
Documentado ( IIBD) 

Centro   Nacional   de   Infamación   y 
Documentación 

Daman    International    Development 
Agency 

Manning Commission 

Frenai Haamàht    Deutsch*  Stiftung  Hir Entwicklung« 
afGtrmany ttfidrr<D3E) 

•ureau  of Technical   Assistance,  Hi 
iw*try of Foreign Affair« 

Documentasen Centre of the Seire 
tanat of «tate for Foreign Affa** 

Cantre national d'information punt la 
productivité des entreprîtes (CNIFEl 

Institute of Economic Growth 
Hawnsng Commun r>n 

>ew*eh  Cotonwetion   Assoctatior   m 

MMAffAaaate' 

Cam per ri Meiaaguirno 

Inatttuto Nazionale per l'Incremento 
** Produttività (INI») 

Teehnt cai     ( io operation 

Documentiti©« DIVMMMI, Mimatry of 
Foreign Affairs 

Norwegian  Agency for international 
Develop Tient 

Centra Nacional •> Productividad 

Productivity   ana1   Development Can 

tar. Nana nal trono nue Council 

Technical   Secretariat   of   the   NM 

»^ewWluWP«f S v^nldT 

Archives nano naia» 

Directoras* G*natal  tor International 
Technical Co operation 

Unite* Kingdom    Overseas    Development    Administra 
tlon 

Um$e¿ ñtptthh,      Wimstrv   of   Economic'   Affair*   and 
itf lammte Development Planning 

Vmtett Statet Agency   for    International    Develop 
of Amerna ment (AID) 

( This list » ,n ni «il« complete «nee new 
member* arc constantly joining. ) 

The mrrhanimi #f mtñtmmámm cxcKanfjr 

The mechanism governing the exchange of »forme 

fion m the international documentation network w 
relatively simóle It works «n two level* closely 

connecte) with wh other from the inquirer to the 
•warier of mforietion on the one hand, end between 
information service« on the other 

Only official or serm-officiai bodief concerned with 
development problem* Mid their exprrts, have acce»* to 

the system, information w not given to commercial 
firms nor to «udenti or research worker* in the 
•reparation of these*. An inquirv may be placed at any 

point m the network, whether or not it is i-ceived at 

government level, or reach«* an international »peci sii/ed 
agency, or come* akrect to OCCD** inquiry Service. 

In aM these caaes, the preparation of replie« follows 
the same procedure Fither the organization consulted 
considers that i» n aN* to deal with the question 
adequately oat of it« own documentary resource*, and 

draw* up an answer immediately or rhe question calls 
for asstatanct from several bodies with complementary 

hefcfci of competence, and these are approached to 
fWn*th the relevant documents or information. 

The part played mstde the system by OECD** 
Inquiry Service M fundamentally that of a clearing- 

house a central office which re-route* the requeMt for 
information fro-n all parts of »he developing world to 

the specumaed bodies be« qualified to deal with them 

«<*•««•« *f®w *M* BoAe* the data for a» precise and 
compute a reply as possible, and then transmitting this 
datato the inquirer Such thoroughness is an absolute 
iie«e*i»ty m a sphere a* vast as economic and social 
development, with Ms mk.iv varied problems that may 

require hasp from several .afferent quartan in oten to 

provide a solution It is very différent from the role that 

* P**?»« »y "»•* member* of the network, pai icuiarty 

** "P*8**"** ••«•**» of the United Nations family 
*et ••ma a store of documentation only in a 
»amcisiar field. Far from duplicating their activwie*, the 
Inqoajy Same* enlist* their help when necessary 

A*W several years of operation the Service has built 
up M own store of documentation ay keeping a copy of 
al the replies supplied and «mg the studies produced by 

**C* 1*e awrcemagr of quest ions n forward* 
»   »   IM   Nttpa 

M K • the park. t   rite tame* 

Mf**m*utM.   The 
• at* assaetta** anustai eke various •****••«*« at* 



the network is fairly wide (we ublr 1 > Out of the MO 

addressed to the Enquiry Service between March If** 

and Octobet 1970, 595 questions were rerouted to 
network members. 

Questions and answers 

On the basis of experience to date queries range 
from techniques for promoting the export of books to 

the application of modular coordination in the 
construction of buildings, the use of the airship as a 

means of transport, or a bibliography on community 

development. They also cover a broad spectrum of 

>ntorn,ation bibliographical data, statistics assistance 
projects, current research, development protects, re 
search or training institutes, experts, conferences, etc 

The time taken to reply naturally depends on the 
level of technicality of the question and takes longer if 
it proves necessary to refer the question to dint urn 

members within the network. Everything pos« i We is 
done to reduce the time when an urgent reply is sought 
The following description outlines the procedure 
initiated by the OECD Enquiry Service when a query is 
made. 

Upon receipt of a question a file is opened and given 
a registration number, and the inquirer receives by 

return of post an acknowledgement which indicates the 
interpretation placed upon his request and informs him 
that research is in hand to supply an answer 

In some cases, the Service already ha.« all the data 
required for a reply, as the question may have been dealt 

with previously for another user (in which case the 

material is photocopied) or OECD publications contain 
the requested information or a "summary" has been 

devoted to it, which sums up the mf or nation available 
on the subject.2 The reply is then dispatched within four 
or five days. 

In all other cases, it may he estimated that each 
question receives, on average, three successive replies 
The first is given within three weeks after registration It 

consists of data collected by the Service itself after 
research in its own store of documentation or obtained 
from specialized information sources in Paris. This 
usually takes the form of bibliographies of books and 

documents, together with relevant extracts from the 
passages quoted (or even the passages in full if they are 

especially pertinent), a selection of photocopied articles, 
notes describing specialized bodies which would be 

helpful for the user to contact, data taken from fîtes 

drafting of 
ley ant with 

These •summaries", designed to «feed che „ 
replies are kept constantly up to date At mm they _. -mm 
the following subjects: (1) Regional rJanninf me natimi 
development; (2) Tourism and Mgnnit, (Ì) r^ooñ 
promotion; <4) Small-scale and maxiHWWC utduMrin. < S> t * 
port« and free ^jneii (4) rrabkm of lane-locked ««unten» (?) 
Mobtiu.tion of ••ivate savins» for awtitniint; <•) PnMk 
adnuniatration and development! (•) nanmna of edMaawm < loi 
Reference works on e~ononuc md social hul—mi un 
Develop»,«, of indig.no», langa agii; (1*) BanttasTofT" 

¡(11)1» •irsaiia 

already bum up tor replying Hi questions of an allied or 
SMntier character OtXD publication«, etc 

f-wether replies are mainly baaed on contribution, 
sent by Enquiry Service «»respondents >o whom the 
question was referred, rhroufh these contribution» the 

documentary resources of the enrre international 
network are opened up to users who may urtliae "he 

expertme offered by national and international organila 
lions throughout their specialized fields The dossiers 

supplied to them are thus as complete at postant* and 
contain several very different approaches to the tOMMion 

of their problem. An example of this n given in page 27 
(box) which «.tows the components of a reply sent to an 

inquirer over a period of time m response to a given 
question 

». dossier it finally cloaed when all the correspon 

dems questioned have replu d, even if only negatively, or 
when the user haa let it be known that the 
documentation received covers his need«. 

A circular letter is addressed every four months to 
uaers who have not reacted to the material sent, asking 
them  whether or not  they   have been able to «Me the 
information  supplied  and   whether or   not   the   doc« 
menta ry research should be continued. 

Two card ndrx files u* questions classified by 
subject and by country sre maintained They make it 

possible to take regular stock of the demand (see laMe 

2) Three rimes a year the questions are entered in a hat 
showing the correspondents consulted. This hat « sent 

oui systematically to all members of the network who 

also receive acknowledgements of their contributions 

The increasing speed with which questions arrive 
and the constantly growing production of replies prove 
the usefulness of the system an described 

As far as the questions received and answered by the 

OSCO Enquiry Service since I »él are concerned, they 

show, after an initial running-m" period, a steady 
increase, and m 1970 the number doubled m l**7 

there were HI questions, in lf*i, 142 in !*•» J*S, 

and in 1*70, 7*0 These were mainly questions which 

required wide-ranging consultation of rhe network thus 

generating a number of repites complementing one 

another and sometimes needing synthetization. They 
were, therefore, rather différent in character from those 
that member organisations of the network would have 

been arde io »newer, from their own documentary 
resources. 

This increase of inquiries refWctt a growing 

awatenese of the virtue» of informât UHI which »ne can 
only hope will become murr widespread The upward 

trend M particularly marked at the ILO, where the 
Central Library and Documentation Branch has, since 

•***• "•»• "ffh-WI •" reajmat analytical btbtto- 
m m aespjtamora. The number of th-t 
at grown from 34« m IM« and 149 m 

IM7 to 472 m IMS, l.JM m IM***. l,W m j*m 
m  197«,   I,M 

Hl 
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NETHERLANDS BUREAU 
FOR INTERNATIONAL 

PROJECTS, TNO 
by J C. Gerritsen 

Katabliahtd some 40 years ago with the primary aim 

•f assisting Netherlands industrialists in matters relating 
*• technical information, adaptive research and the 
training of scientists and engineers, the Central 

Otfamration for Applied Scientific Research, TNO1 has 

on numer ,us occasions applied its vast storehouse of 
knowltrtgr ind ex peruse to the henefit of the developing 

countries. Its Bureau for International Projects is 
prepared to mobilize and co-ordinate the efforts of more 
than 40 institutes and a staff of 5.000 over half of them 

scientific personne1 including many specialists in the 
field of natural science   to assist a developing country 

iooj->1ao cast m Uiu Vit**, 

with a specific problem. This article will highlight the 

work of this leading independent research organization 
by examining ,oiw of the many diverse projects handled 
by it in recent years. 

Feaaiëiitty Studies: 
lit 

Morocco-the Pniiippinei- 

h is frequently necessary to initiate feasibility 
studies before introducing an applied scientific research 

and information programme TNO, wh.ch is actively 
involved   m   rk.s  area,   carried   out   one   of  its   most 
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extensive fembility studies at the request of the 
Government of Morocco. The work involved drafting a 
structural pattern for * cold chain that could handle that 
country's rapidly growing demand for perishable 
produce such as citrus fruits, vegetables, meat, fish and 
other seafood for consumption at home and for the 
export market. 

The initial query submitted by the Moroccan 
authorities was "What types of buildings an¿ 
installations, means of transport, cooling, freezing and 
storage would be best, bearing in mind the nature of the 
foodstuffs, climatic conditions and present and future 
market demands? " At first, 'his appeared to be a purely 
technical problem, but a supplementary question of how 
to draft the network of cold storage facilities, both 
geographically and in terms of capacity and turnover, 
was a more complex economic problem with deep- 
rooted implications for agriculture, internal and external 
trade and the national growth rate. 

An overall appraisal of both questions led to careful 
studies by a team of experts specialized in economics, 
engineering, horticulture, fish processing, etc. The field 
work and subsequent desk studies were carn<-d out in 
close co-operar jr. with the sponsor in Morocco. These 
activities were critically scrutinized by an interdepart 
mental committee of the Moroccan Government which 
later prepared the ground for policy decisions based on 
their common findings. A senes of similar studies hive 
been cameu out in various other countries; for example 

• The Philippines, in the island of Panay, to 
pin-point opportunities for promoting the 
fishing industry, 

• Ethiopia, to evaluate the prospects of a new 
textile industry, 

• Uganda, to advise the Government on measures 
for a more profitable textile industry in the 
East African Community, 

• Uganda, to advise the Government on new 
industries to process domestic raw materials in 
order to improve its trade balance, 

• The United Republic of Tanzania, to strengthen 
the sisal market by finding new applications for 
that material. 

Food Quaüty Control Project in Snidi Arab« 

In I »67, the Central Institute for Nutrition and 
Food Research, TNO was invited by the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nation« (PAO) 
t© »r.Jertakc a food quality control project m Saudi 
A«*«. This work was part of a programme of assistance 
to A« Snudi Arabian Mmmry of Commerce and 
MOastry, and« a Funds-«. Trust arrangement. 

A three-year contract was drawn up between FAO 
«d TOO, and won on the prop« waa sorted in Asmi, 
1«*7. Tbt agreement was emended «util Jane, wj 

Aentlpmwf fmr npmmtmM fUt-frocmmg m Ny§ni 

The main objectives of the project were: 

• To tram Saudi Arabian chemists and techni- 
cians, in the Netherlands, in food science and 
food analysis, 

e To establish food control laboratories in Jidda 
(Red Sea) and Darnmam (Persian Gulf), 

• To assist in drafting Food Standards for Saudi 
Arabia. 

*wmi*w ^*m«a'sjoj 

A total of 12 Saudi Arabian students were trained at 
the Central Institute for Nutrition and Food Research, 
TNO, for periods varying from 4 to 12 months. 
Most of the trainees were B.Sc. graduates of Riyadh 
University, the remainder were graduates of Saudi 
Arabian high schools. 

The students easily adapted themselves to the 
working conditions and the way of life in the 
Netherlands and adjusted themselves to a critical and 
scientific approach towards the technical problems. The 
be« results were obtained from students who completed 
training periods of twelve months. 

f•>•*•»*„!/..w conwl i+mmtmim 

la September 1967 a team of TNO experts was sent 
to Sau« Arabia. Tbc team consisted of: cbeasJM (ti 
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M.Sc. or Ph.D. level«); technical assistants (certified by 
the Royal Dutch Chemical Society); and other experts 
such as laboratory managers and food inspectors. 

The « ork of the team comprised: 

• Setting up the laboratories; 

• Preparing lists of new equipment to be ordered 
(chemicals, glassware, instruments, scientific 
literature, etc.); 

• Drafting standard methods of an»!ysis; and 

• Training Saudi Arabian staff in the daily 
routine of a food control laboratory. 

ty April 1968 the Jidda laboratory was operational 
•lid food samples were being analysed at a rate of about 
500 a month. In July 1969, the Dammam laboratory 
WM operational and the number of samples analysed 
approached the J iddi level. 

Equipment   was   ordered   by   the   Ministry   of 
Commerce and Industry upon the Netherlands experts- 
recommendations and thr laboratories were gradually 
«W« to perform their most essentia; chemical analyses. 

Maintenance and repair work posed severe problems 
and »«entitle literature was slow to arrive. However, 

150 standard methods of analysis were drafted and 
Arabian chemists trained in their use. (Unfor- 

tunately, a food inspectorate for the control of the local 
market could not be established, largely because of 
organizational problems and lack of suitable candidates.) 

Drafting Food Stmnémàt 

Establishing Food Standards is part of a general 
standardization programme for Saudi Arabia and is a 
prime objective of the Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry. The Ministry of Health, for obvious reasons is 
also interested. FAO assistance in this onnexion 
consisted of submitting some Î0 draft Food Standards. 
TNO assisted by sending experts to meetings of the two 
Ministries on food legislation and consumer protection. 

Experimental   Fiih-ProceMing 
Republic of Tanzania 

in   the   United 

In 1966 an experimental fish-processing station was 
installed by the Tanzanian Ministry of Agriculture, in 
collaboration with the Institute for Fishery Products, 
TNO, at Nyegezi, near Mwa za on the southern shore of 
Uke Victoria. A bilateral agreement between Tanzania 
and the Netherlands was thus successfully earned into 
effect. 

The fishing possibilities of Uke Victoria had never 
been fully exploited, owing to the difficulty of 
distributing catches to the hot interior of the country. 
Modern methods of preservation would have to be 
applied if this problem were to be overcome. 

The fish-processing station would, therefore, investi- 
pte and experiment with several known methods of 
preservation and then adapt them to local conditions. Its 
programme of work would include investigation of the 
types of fish considered to be of commercial value, local 
climatic conditions, permissible costs and marketing 
studies. 

Nyegezi was chosen as the site for the project as the 
Tanzanian Government already had a fisheries station 
there. 

The project for the new station proceeded well. In 
April 1965 the Tanzanian and Netherlands Gov 'nments 
signed a treaty, and in July of the following yc, work 
surfed on the station. It was officially opened by the 
Tanzanian Minister of Agriculture on 20 March 1967 
but, prior to that date, a number of promising methods 
for processing several types of Uke Victoria fish had 
already been developed. Investigations were earned out 
into the production of fish-meal, fish-protein con- 
centrate, and the adaptation of vanous fish products to 
»uit local tastes, but paramount in importance were 
preservation techniques, i.e. drying, salting, smoking, 
freezing and canning. 

Medical research into the application of fish-protein 
concentrate as a curative for protein calorie malnutrition 
< kwatbtorkor and other types) is also in progress. 

The station is adequately equipped for all its tasks, 
with machines and apparatus that allow a fairly wide 
range of processing activities on a semi-technical scale. It 
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»bo has a small, but modern, laboratory for chemical 
and bacteriological investigations. The nation's products 
are distributed through commercial channels: this 
affords, on a small scale, feedback from the consumer. 

The station was initially headed by Netherlands ex- 
perts, with a T^nzanian biologist later taking over control. 

One of the station's most significant activities is that 
of educating and training Tanzaman technical staff to 
put fishing ind fish-processing on a modern basis. 

The experimental station will be upgraded to a 
research and training centre catering for all freshwater 
fisheries in Tanzania. At the same time the facilities of 
the station will be strengthened, partly by already 
realized biological support from the Tanzaman side, and 
partly by economic support from the Netherlands, 
promised for the second half year of 1972. 

Development of Animal Repellent 

Rodent and insect attacks on cereals and flours in 
transport or storage are responsible for considerable 
damage and loss of revenue. In developing countries, this 
pest activity reaches alarming proportion* and effective 
methods are being sought to curtail it. One method that 

Microtcopk view of a raphtde 

seems to hold some promise involves the use of repellent 
elements found in specific subtropical and tropical 
plants such as araceae. 

The araceae, which have an inbuilt protection 
against rod-.-nrs, goats, sheep, birds, snails and insects, 
contain microscopically small, needle-shaped crystals of 
calcium oxalate that are called raphides. Though the 
mechanism of raphides is not yet fully understood, it is 
known that flour prepared from the raphide-containing 
rhizomes of certain araceae is avoided by animals. 
Raphides cau«e severe pain in the mouths of 
warm-blooded animals, which deters them from eating 
the flour, they also have a deterrent effect on insects. 

A remarkable property of raphides is that no painful 
effect is generated once the flour containing them is 
baked or boiled. It would seem feasible, therefore, that 
they could be used to protect cereals and flour until 
these foodstuffs are prepared for human consumption. 

W-th this in mind, the KAO requested the Institute 
for Physical Chemistry, TNO to subject the raphides to 
applied scientific research. 

Natural raphides could hopefully be applied in 
practice by isolating them from araceae collected or 
cultivated  especially  for the purpose.  It also seemed 



attractive to synthetize raphides with a view to their 
subsequent industrial production. The problem of 
choice, however, was not the n-am concern: first and 
foremost ranked the need for determining the specific 
properties of raphides scientifically, and of establishing 
the conditions that would warrant their painful use. 

TNO carried out intensive research and evolved 
refined analytical methods. Iti staff found that, in 
principle, preparation of raphides was feasible but the 
pain-instaKing deterrent was generated only when 
raphides occurred in combination with other substances 
that formed a thin layer around them. The substances 
that caused the pain were detected by methods of 
separation and analysis, together with the help of a 
group of human "guinea pigs" who agreed to being 
experimented on. It was established that, from the 
hundreds of substances surrounding natural raphides, 
only two- when applied in combination and fixed on the 
raphides-played a part in causing the pain. 

As far as is known, these substances are noi harmful 
to man. In fact, raphide-containing flours such as taro 
are consumed in some areas of the Pacific without any 
known side-effects. 

Although much further research will have to be 
carried out before the pain-inflicting agent can be 
practically applied as a preventive, it is now quite dear 
that its envisaged use is promising. 

Dry, stable raphides are easily obtained from 
suitable plants, but the economically more attractive 
method, viz. that of commercially producing active 
synthetic raphides, still must satisfy two prerequisites: 
(1) the action of one of the two active components must 
be defined and explained, and (2) a technique must be 
evolved for fixing both components to the needles. 

An advisory committee composed of representatives 
of various Netherlands institutions recommended that 
the Netherlands Government support the work of the 
Institute for Physical Chemistry, TNO in this field and 
that it be continued, in co-operation with institutes 
within and without the TNO family concerned with 
various aspects of technology, toxicology and entomo- 
logy. For this purpose, a plantation to grow 
repellent supplying plants will be established in a 
tropical area. 

Wot Pint for Date Syrup in the Libyan Arab 
Republic 

Date-producing countries are often left with 
considerable surplus stocks of dates for which no export 
market is available. 

In the late 1950s the Government of the Libyan 
Arab Republic, concerned with this problem, decided to 
investigate whether or not the surplus dates could be 
processed to syrup. 

If this were feasible, the country's sugar imports 
could be reduced and the general diet of the population 
unproved  by  the  consumption  of syrup.  Following 

At work in the date tynip plant 

Government consultations with the FAO, the Central 
Technical Institute, TNO was asked to design a pilot 
plant. After the piloi plant had been built and tested in 
the Netherlands, by arrangement with the Agricultural 
University, Wageningen, it was transported to Libya and 
put into operation. 

The pilot plant was thus fit for demonstration by 
December 1959, when the world's first congress on 
date-processing was held. The plant has been in 
operation ever since and the experience gained with it 
has prompted the design of anothei plant one that will 
produce high-quality syrup on a commercial basis. 

The plant will be established in the near future by a 
private company, with Government support. 

This approach could also be adopted to improve 
other domestic foodstuffs, to the general benefit of 
producers, traders, consumers and the national economy 
of agriculture-oriented countries. 

Bread   from Composite Flours 

The object of this project was to produce bread 
from local sources of carbohydrates or cereals. 
Non-wheat composites provide a nutritious and palatable 
bread and their use can help to stimulate the economy 
of a developing country. 

Background 

The FAO requested TNO to carry out some 
orienting research. The Institute for Cereals, Bread and 
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Flour, TNO was subsequently briefed to prepare bread 
from composite flours derived from produce that was 
abundant in fopical countries. Though the major 
requirement was nutritiousness, possible advantage to 
the economies of the countries concerned was also an 
important consideration. 

There is a growing trend towards bread consump- 
tion throughout the world, even in countries where it is 
not pan of the traditional diet. Obviously, it would be 
advantageous for the economy of such countries if bread 
could be made from local domestic produce. 

Nutritiousness 

It is essential that a nutritive .is staple as bread not 
only provide calories, it must also c<- a gocd source of 
protein. The flours for the preparationlof this new type of 
bread would, therefore, be composite in that they would 
have to have both a protein and a starch component, the 
protein share being substantial. 

Protein and starch sources 

The "cakes" that remain after the oil has been 
removed from, for xample, suya beans or peanuts are 
relatively rich in protein. Compared with the animal 
variety, this soya and peanut protein is inexpensive to 
produce and is available in large quantities in most 
developing countries. 

Cassava (tapioca, manioc), the tuberous plant that is 
well known in all tropical countries, is a particularly 
eligible source of starch. This tuber thrives everywhere in 
the tropics; it is easily grown, has a good yield, can be 
harvested with a fair degree of certainty, and has many 
other favourable  properties  There are several ways of 

preparing cassava-plant tubers and their flour for 
consumption. The flour and starch may be stored, as 
they have good "keeping" qualities, in contrast to fresh 
tubers, which must be consumed early. Other more 
tuberous plants, such as sweet potatoes and arrow-root, 
are also suitable starch sources. 

Orienting research 

The orienting experiments have shown that, from a 
nutritional point of view, the combination of tuber 
starch and protein from de-fatted oil seeds is a very good 
basis for a composite flour and can be used to make 
bread. Incidentally, the nutritional value of soya protein 
is even higher than that of wheat protein. Using cassava 
starch and flour from de-fatted oil seeds, bread may be 
made that looks attractive, has good volume and a fine 
regular structure. 

Bread made from cassava and soya is fairly neutral 
in taste, with a slight soya flavour; that made from 
peanut flour is slightly more pungent. 

An experimental bakery in Colombia 

Before a developing country introduces the bread 
on a commercial scale, it should run a well-planned 
experiment. The experiment should cover: sampling of 
consumers' response, collecting of comments, and 
adaptation of the bread to local tastes, as and when 
necessary. However, in order to evaluate the attitude of 
the population toward a new product, it is desirable that 
it be commercially available for some length of time. 

In 1971 an experimental bakery with a capacity of 
500 kg bread per day was established in rhe Instituto de 
Investigaciones Tecnológicas (UT) in Bogotá, Colombia. 

%££? •/ *— <*« f~9. fatai /ta. «_**. flou, « tbt ,„,*,„ f„ c„*¡fíow ama Bread, TSO. Wtpntmgan 
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hroM vtev> of Central Institute for Numtion and hood Reuarcb, INO. /.em, NetberUmdt 

The project on scream is based on a bilateral agreement 
between Colombia and the Netherlands. Though the 
bakery is supervised by a team of staff members of the 
TNO institute, it is staffed by locally trained indigenous 
personnel who will later apply their experience to 
commercial bakeries. 

The TNO team has been successful in using 
non-wheat composites for making bread and if it is 
accepted by the population, it will go a long way 
towards alleviating Colombia's serious wheat shortages. 

Obviously, the situation in every country differs 
with respect to available produce and pattern of 
nutrition. However, the principle on which project and 
tests are based remains the same. Technological 
processes for several combinations of raw materials have 
been worked out and the work may be adapted to the 
conditions prevailing in any given country. 

Equipment 

The experimental bakery is equipped with standard, 
commercially available ovens. When the bread is 
prepared from cassava/soya or cassava/peanut flour, 
dough is not obtained as with wheat flour, but a batter i« 
formed. This was taken into account when selecting the 
machines. 

The Institute for Cereals, Flour and Bread, TNO 
started this work .» the request of FAO, and, M a 

contribution to the initial expenditure for orienting 
research, received financial support from FAO. Once the 
orienting work had yielded a favourable result, and when 
it seemed justified to continue the project, the 
Netherlands Government began to support the project 
within the .cope of its technical assistance programme 
for developing countries. 

Accordingly, the Institute has for some years now 
received financial contributions from the Netherlands 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

FtMTNOTE 

w_i • F? 'urthir '»formation on diu Ornri-.atioD, sec IRDN 
vol.1, No 1, ptft 67, "Organiiitional  Fittemi of Industrial 
ÏÏcTSJZ'TX?* V<3- ":^r- "RcKareh ap** IWO Serva Dutch Community". The tetan TNO stand for 
J° ££" *5»«""»w*M»it*É»v«ií* Ondettotk (Applied Scienti- 

The author: J. C. Gerritsen is Director of the Bureau for 
International Projects, TNO which was established by 
tbe Executive Committee of the Central Organization 
for Applied Scientific Research, TNO, the Netherlands, 
to btlp plan and coordinate all activities of the Central 
Organisation, its Branch Organizations and then 
Insti M tes connected with the implementation of 
technical assistance projects in developing countries. 
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Ammonia has been produced on a commercial 
scale for many years by the catalytic synthesis of 
hydrogen and nitrogen. In the early year* of its 

production the hydrogen gas component was almost 
exclusively obtained from coke, coke oven gas or direct 
from coal. After the Second Worlù War the price of solid 
fuel, namely coal, rose steeply ar.d it became necessary 
îo introduce a more economic means of producing the 
synthesis gas. Natural gas and petroleum fractions such 
as fuel od and naphtha were found suitable and these are 
used to prov.de the bulk of the worlds supply of 
ammonia even to this dav. 

Advantages to developing counfries 

For countries with large resources •>»' cheap solid 
fuel such as coal and lignite, however, the manufacture 
of ammonia from these materials can be a sound 
economic proposition. In recent ,ears several large coal 
and lignite-based ammonia production plants have been 
built throughout the world and are operating on a 
competitive basis with the petroleum- and natural 
gas-based plants. This article will describe some of the 
processes being used by these solid fuel plants and f?ive 
comparisons of various feedstocks. 

Winkler gasifier 

During the past 20 years ammonia synthesis 
plants using the W.nkler gasifier have been built in 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic 
Republic, India, Spain, Turkey, the USSR and 
Yugoslava. The Winkler plant is capable of producing 
160 tons of ammonia pei day from small lumps of 
brown coal or coke. An analysis of the crude gas :it the 
gasifier outlet i< shown in the second column of table 1. 

TABLE 1. CRUDE IMS ANALYSES 
<Ptt cent volume) 

Winkler Lurgi pressure Koppen Tonek 
gasifier gasifier gasifier 

Brown coal 
feedstock coke Hard coal Hard cool t.igntte 

COJ + HJS 18.4-26.0 28.0-32.3 \?..o 13.0 
O, 0.0-   0.01 T'aces Traces 
Cnllm 0.2-   0.2 — _ 
CO 30.0"-40.0 22.4-16.4 58.1 55.9 
Hi 40.0-46.0 38.0-39.4 28.3 29.0 
CH« 1.0-   1.5 10.9-11.3 0.1 0.1 
N,+Ar 0.5-   1.5 0.5-  0.4 1.5 2.0 

AMMONIA FR0H 
AND . 
LIGNITE^'1 
by Eberhard Goeke 

Gat treatment and H.V3 synthesis at lb. Kutabya plant, Turkey 

Lurgi prcMure gasifier 

This process gasifies lignite or bituminous coal with 
oxygen and steam under pressure in a fixed 'ucC on a 
grate. An advantage of the system is that, as it operates 
under pressure, onl> the oxygen need be compressed and 
not the proportionally larger amount of synthesis gas 
produced. Thus crude synthesis gas contains methane 
anJ higher hydrocarbons which must be removed in the 
course of the gas treatment. Methane can, for example, 
be separated and re-formed to synthesis gas by catalytic 
re-foiming. The third column of table 2 gives an 
ana'ysis of the crude gas at the gasifier outlet. 

Hants using this process have been built recently in 
Pakistan and the Republic of Korea. In South Africa 
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there is a very larg. plant using Lurgi gasifiers to produce 
gas for the synthesis of hydrocarbons; the tail gas from 
this plant is processed to ammonia. Other plants have 
been built for the production of town gas. 

Koppro-Totzck guifkr 

A mixture of coal dust, oxygen and, if necessary, a 
small amount of steam, is fed to the gasifier from several 
sides through special burners. Partial oxidation of the 
coal dust takesplace at normal pressure. Temperatures 
of about 2,000°C prevail in the vicinity of the burner. 
The produced synthesis gas leaves the reactor at a 
temperature of about 1,500°C. Subsequently, the heat 

of the synthesis gas is utilized in a special steam boiler 
for the production of high-pressure steam. 

Owing to the high reaction temperatures, the 
synthesis g.s does not contain higr.r hydrocarbons. The 
methane content of the gas is only about 0.02 Vol. per 
cent. Depending on the reactivity of the coal, up to 99 
per cent of the carbon is gasified. Practically any type of 
coal can be gasified, irrespective of si/e, ca'. ,ng quality, 
etc. A typical gas analysis at the outlet is shown in table 
I, column 4. 

Coal-based Koppers-1 otzek plants for the pro- 
duction of synthesis Bas for the synthesis of ammonia 
have been built in Finland, Greece, Japan Spain, 
Thailand, Turkey and Zambia. Three plants in India! 
each with a daily capacity of 900 tons ammonia, and 
one plant in South Africa, with a daily capacity of 1,000 
tons ammonia, arc under construction. 

A typical plant 

The production of ammonia from coal will now be 
described in detail, using a plant already constructed as 
an example. The plant is the Kütahya plant of Azot 
Sanayi. IAS, Ankara, Turkey, which produces 340 tons 
of ammonia per day. 

Figure 1 shows a simple block diagram of the plant. 
It illustrates that only lignite, water and electric power 
are necessary for the production of ammonia; and of 
course, small amounts of chemicals and catalysts. 

The composition of the lignite charge is shown in 
table 2. The raw water is supplied from wells adjacent to 
the works. The cooling water is re-circulated and 
re-cooled. The boiler feed water is produced in an ion 
exchanger unit. The complete ammonia unit produces its 
own steam, and receives electric power from the local 
power grid. 

Coal preparation unit 

The coal is supplied to the plant in railway wagons 
from an opencast mine about 15 km away. An open coal 
storage unit is provided in the plant which can stock coal 
to cover a period of about six weeks. From the storage 
unit the coal is crushed to a size smaller than 30 mm and 
passed to the coal crushing and drying unit. In this unit 
the coal is dried from a water content of about 45 to 8 
per cent and is further crushed in a tube mill to a 
fineness of 80 per cent under 0.09 mm. The dust 
contained in the waste gas from the drying unit is almost 
completely removed in electiostatic precipitators to 
conform to regulations governing the prc.ntion of the 
pollution of the environment The coal-crushtng unit 
comprises two streams, each of 60 per cent of the total 
capacity. The brown coal dust produced is fed 
pneumatically to the gasification plant. 
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TABLE 2.     KÜTAHYA LIGNITE 

Lignite analysis 

Water 

Ash, wf. 

Cwaf. 

Hwaf. 

Swaf. 

Nwaf. 

Owaf. 

Asb analysts 

SiO] 

Fe,0, 

AljOj+TiO, 

CaO 

MfO 

SO] 

Mb melting kebaeiour 

Softening point 

Melting point 

Flow point 

per cent w(. 

31.0 

32.0 

65.0 

5.8 

1.2 

2.0 

26.0 

100.0 

per tent w«. 

46.0 

lS.t 

18.2 

6.9 

4.0 

3.5 

•c 
1,100 

1,150 

1,200 

TABLE Î.      FEEDSTOCK ANALYSES 

Lignite    Here comi Futi oil Napktme 

-percent vit.- 

Water 

Aih 

C 

H 

S 

N 

O 

Lower heating 
value 

52.50 

15.45 

20J3 

1.62 

0J6 

0.64 

t.10 

2.40 

15.23 

67.72 

3.S7 

0.57 

1.65 

• 56 

0.07 

84.60 

11.30 

3.50 

0.40 

0.13 

84.00 

15.96 

0.04 

100.00   100.00 100.00   100.00 

 kcal/kg  

,570     6,300 9,840     10,350 

TABLE 4.      CONSUMPTION FIGURES FER TON AMMONIA 

Lignite   Here coal      Fntl oil   Nmpbtbm 

Lignite 

Hard coal 

Fuel oil 

Naphtha 

kf 

k| 

k| 

8,700 

Power-current kWh     495 

Raw water      m* 20 

2,200 

330 

18 

940 

160 

8 

890 

140 

II 
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Ak fractionation unit 

The oxygen necessary for the gasification plant, and 
the pur« nitrogen required for the synthesis gas mixture, 
are recovered in an air fractionation plant constating of 
two streams, each representing 60 per cent of the total 
capacity. 

GMification plant 

The gasification plant consistí of four Koppe rs- 
Totzek gasifiers, three operational and one standby. A 
special feature is the high degree of carbon gasification, 
which in the Kutahya plant is about 99 per c;nt, although 
the ash content of the coal, referred to as dry coal, is 
between 35 and 40 per cent. 

The larger part of the coal ash in the gasifier is 
liquid, and flows off in a continuous stream. In the ash 
extractor under the gasifier, the ash flows into a water 
bath where it is granulated to a size of about Î-5 mm. 
This slag is free of carbon, causes no dust and is suitable 
for making roads and paving. 

A minor part of the coal ash is entrained with the 
gas passing through the waste heat boiler downstream of 
the gasifiers, but is subsequently removed by scrubbers 
and mechanical washers. The wash water is circulated 
through the settling tanks and cooling tower. The sludge 
accumulated in the settling tanks is pumped through a 
pipeline to a disposal point about 2 km from the plant. 
The water discharged from the cooling water circuit is 
re-cycled as make-up water for the wash water circuit. 

The entire low-pressure section (coal preparation 
unit, wash water system and gasification plant) is 
monitored and serviced from a central control unit. 

Gat treatment and ammonia synthesis units 

From the gasification plant, the gas is passed 
through i gas holder to the crude gas compressors, where 
it is compressed to a pressure of about IO »tra Two 
crude gas turbo-compressors are provided, each with a 
capacity of 60 per cent of the total c jpacity. 

The gas is passed from the compressors to a Sulfinol 
desulphurization plant in  which  the HjS and organic 
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sulphur coma med in the gas arc removed to a total 
sulphur content of less than 20 pam 

The gas it next conveyed to the high premure 
compre Mort (piston compre«iors), which compren the 
|M to i pressure of about 500 at m neccssiry tor ttu 

synthesis. Two compressors, each with a ttpacity of 60 
per cent of the total capacity, are provi Jed. 

After the first compression stagr. (X) conven,on n 
carried out at a pressure oí about 2S atm. Subsequently, 

the CO] M removed in a cold methanol «vash, at about 
minus 45 t. The cold methanol wash * combined with 
the post-installed liquid nitrogen wash, where the 

residuai CO and other impurities are removed from the 
ass and the synthesis mixture iH¡ • N2 is adjusted. 

The synthesis of ammonia take place at a pressure 

of about $00 atm. The synthesis circulation is effected 
by an injector fed with fresh high-pressure synthesis gas. 

The ammonia synthesis plant » provided with a 

semt-cooled spherical ammonia tank that can accommo- 
date the total ammonia production for one week. 

The entire high-pressure section, including the air 
fractionation unit, is controlled and operated from a 
centra.' control uni«. 

infittii« 
coats of bayais», c«MÌ, fiad ail Masi 

A comparison is now given of the most important 
operational figures for the production of ammonia when 
using the above feedstock«. Natural fa« as a feedatuck 
has not been included in this comparison, as coal would 

not he considered viable if natural gas were available 
locally. 

The comparison •• baaed on feedstocks with 
analytical data as shown in table i. Table 4 shows the 
consumption figures for feedstock, water and power 
icferred to I ten NHj. The consumption figures for 

tignile and coal are understood to refer to wet coal with 
water contents a* stated in table 3. 

When determining capital expenditure for such 
plants, ammonia production of I .SON tons ammonia per 

day is used as a base. In each case, facilities arc provided 
for storing a month » supply of feedstock and week's 

production of ammonia.  Mam  costs menade WANS for 
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25 
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4M    faedstack,    water   and    powar, 
have bean taken 

the ape ratlin com* h • 
•MWJBBW«   WBYJ    BM    pVOflMCVal    M 

eaat per ITU M tfce 

From a rechtacal point of view, the production of 
ammonia from lignite or coal presents no problemi. For 
all types of coal there are «unable gasificatto procesa» of 
htgfc standards. 

Moreover, national economic considerations may 
favour the selection of coal as a feedstock tor the 
production of ammonia. From a national point of view, 
the discovery of local coal deposits can offer many 
advantages, such as the creation of additional jobs. Once 
t*e coal resources are being exploited, the coal can also 
he used for other purposes. In many cases, rational 
mmmg methods and favourable coal prices can only be 
achieved when a large consumer, for instance, an 
ammonia plant, guarantees to accept large amounts of 
coal regularly. Thai means that coal will also be available 
to other consumen at favourable prices which, in turn, 
wall attract other industries to the area, and domestic 
coal can be supplied to the community cheaply. The 
construction of an ammonia plant can be a great 
advantage to the development of a local economy. 

PwnsM currency 

m a country which hM its own coal resources but 
crude ad, the shortage of foreign currency can favour 

• UM ai eaai Tab* J snows the foreign currency 
IM  the  eonatruciion  and  operation  of 
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TABLE S.      FOREIGN EXCHANd MQMIIUmm POH I, 

(*>*•»« »/ US érnUf) 

Lfmur 

TO»nVt»AV AMMOMIA PLANT 

It* 

Foreign exchange requirement per 
year for interest and repayment 
of foreign exchange credit for 
investment costs 

Foreign exchange requirement per 
year for foreign exchange 
portion of feedstock 

5.04 4«1 171 

I7J 

tèi 

7 12 i H 

Total foreign exchange require- 
ment per year 4*1 7IJ I« 14 I If S 

Total foreign exchange require- 
ment in 12 years M.4t JIM 111 

Annual foreign exchange require- 
ment after repayment of 
foreign exchange credit for 
investment costs 1.71 7 II II 1$ 

ammonia plants using various feedatocks. For lignite and 
coal, it is assumed that SO per cent of the total 
investment costs will have to be paid in foreign currency 
on credit, to be paid back over a period of 11 year», M 

an interest rate of 7 per cent per annum. This results m 
an annual capital service for depreciation and ínteres* of 
12.6 per cent of the plant capital. In the cate of fuel oil 
and naphtha, it is also assumed that 50 per cent of the 
total investment cosa will have to he paid with foreujn 
currency credit, as above, and tn.ii the fuel eil or 
naphtha will have to be procured with foreign currency. 
For fuel oil, it is assumed that a foreign currency portion 
of IU.S.12 per ton, and for naphtha 124 per ton, wtM be 
required. 

It can be seen that, under these conditio«», a 
coal-based plant will require considerably leas foray 
currency than a plant for which the fuel has to be 
procured with foreign currency. The tottign currency 
which would be required to import liquid ammana ba* 
also been entered in table S. Foreign exchange for »be 
price of ammonia hat been atawmed at $4* par ten. 

ConclusioM 

The production of <v:.chest» ga» baaed a« c«*l m 
lignite, known for many drradti, ha» baen i 
developed and IHM new reached a terimieat i 

p9C    wRH    WvvC   9V   MRWT 

Although not—whys the bask af i 

the bans of natural gas < 

moM parta of the world arc amati; eh 

coat- or bfnife-battd plains have been bum 
countries and mott planta are at pmei 

coMtructHM The manufacture of ammonia from cent m 
lignite can be economically ciiwpmtiw even 
especially wnen cheap 

mineral od products are encumbered 
t.anaportatien cotti and other chat gai Other ee 
Hon», such aa tbc »avmg of forcasti exchange, 

favour tbc chotee of tatid haefc a» fardttoek far tbc 
lyntniiH of MMMMMé. m CCNMNWMH vMtn lÉMaitH 

of    efcttp   whà   feel,    tilt   pyntàietfw   of 
©•   UK  NM OT   All 
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ewe   eauatalmed rWm page Ht 

mr* and SU from >ur«tdr rhe Mabaiahment of rhe 

hiblmaajafhii MM*f«N required I im new ««ft tv« «f 
atai urne illation «ut ill repite« I(MM be drawn »• on 

•be kMH af previous «rarche* t*ch reply involved, on 

»"'•fi '** *"*•*<> of A/ bibiuigraaahkal reference* 
nmwyniwil by to efMtract iif ,hr ainimt of rhe 
dncument* ^tuHrd In 197(1 rhr tout iwntirr ,rf 
»tan we«« rhu« «M   >ui amounted t.. IIS Httti 

fcapajtv «agmfVam figure« .<iuld be given »,« FAO 
far UNIDO or for a atari icxlai nation«! development 

inf of mutton wrv«-» *JI rhe*e deia make it chwi rhat rlM- 
»H«s« of the international network meet* a need and 
that rhta need w> hf ' >imin| mort- and more recogniwd m 

«••»WM intended io benefit from rhe system they atan 
provide indire« evidence in tavoaar of rhr method» 

"••«•« raw ** c.diection proreteing and dMarnanatm« 
•Í information    rhe«* method* wtM now be cxammed 

taum-tms (the rntaiatrv SfrvH.es Iktäetm ars ( »rreapun 

ém*%. *i,d aia» IK) Ata. nrna INIIK)'. Inémsinmt 
*V*e«r<-* mé Ormmtepmtnt Mrwi, eu > (lu* enabled the 
fnaauiry Service to present a «inmry ,»# rhr referente 

fool« received from the correapamdrnfs to the general 

meet ina; of rmmber* of the network held at (teneva in 
flecrmber 197» 

• 'H now or the organizations however the main 
»«Hirers irf information »re the document« they 

fhcmeervrs conatanriy produce Internationai organiza 
nur» such as liNISCO rhe II O • \0 Of{ U or 

UNTTAl) each produce «rveral rhouaand documenti 
annually many of which concern development he they 
•cientifW «fudie* or «»orti of expert* on n, «Hon The 

very creation of an international documentation 

network keyed to development seem* to retauirc that 
the*» document* sfia>M he indexed and procnerd in auch 

» way M to make tbe mi.-rmauon they COMIW available 
and is not practacable by tr.drtHinal documentation 

method* bui can onry he auccessfuHy handled by a 
co<rtputer 

Ne documentation «ervice coated carry nan i«a raie if 
had net bum up war reserve* of information and 

eaativ acce*amie a**tf»ng:i*g to a we* 
«•mopped international network would not relieve it „f 
lbs* teak for hing, «me it would he constantly aaked hy 

M* awremm t« .«maty information m ** •> knowledfrd 
•WW lit competence fcwdaw of the international 

network therefore »«pan at * very early ««aar to gather 
«•father primary informatiti* KM* each w if hin it* own 

AaM i.e food and agriculture industrial ifrvekapmenf 
education and • ultur» labour international 

etc 

information too«, ware very varied in 

and included catalogue* reference work* and 

card .ndexes giving references to technical 
report* development proarcr* description« of 

Itata of experts, etc together with library 
ame*, and *prciaii/ed archives When an information 

WM cryataMtaed tuf iciendy n often be> cm* the 

t «• a pttwfMMinn, which wa* then «m m aN 
awawM <af the network    Than   ine IH)   after cuNectmg 
»n«J   tafani g   on     mtciocarda     the   man«   «implan 

••AWtaaMi sf davek>pment pkwM m the world (about a 

*fcmuant» then «atnt a hat of them to rhe vanotaa 
raimpundaim I« |f7# rh, o«< D Development 

Cmmm tmnmm m paay m part aa a eteawng hoaaar and 
•MWM a»f infiirmaitaun »ant out a hat of worha of 

rafarenoe «MI matM«r»a»M used hy ffte Imiuiry «arvwe 
mé m letventory «i «Matutton catalogue« and work« of 

g^^Ha^rllaPrwfJ   9^F   C*W.. 1#, 

Né   puMiuaiiaiii,   h«wevar   ta   mu  neranwry  in 
r to awMag ake aoureea of infaewaaataan m »he AaaMMhl 

•f aaar   lamiBai wf the aetwoak w rhe ailimiun «f «k« 

Lamttrf 

ft i« new sax years since the Central Library and 
f>fMumentation tranch of rhe It O introduced by stag» 

a computer baaei ayate m caHed ISIS (Integrated 
Scientifn Information Service) and was one of rhe first 

international urganuation« f« make uar of a computer 
for dealing with documentation 

(•cneraity «peaking, the documents are recognized 
•V the computer by the uar of an order number and a 
brMmgrapfmal adore*« and their contenta explained by 

abstract The document* rhemaervtrs are kept m a library 
or in archive» reit her in their original form or on 
macrocard* 

The regular tranafet of information proceaaed from 
»me point to another of an internationai network need* 

w aatiafy i number of criteria firat, the bibliographical 
addeeat of the document muat be recordatd m a 

communication format in general acceptance at 
international level, aecondly the abatract* muet be 
written in i common language potaewing eouivaienrs <n 

»everal normal language* finally programme« written 

far c.tmputer Morage and retrarval muat be m «orne way 

comptMibie   having   regard  t«  the   type of computar» 

by «he. 

TV fmt of rt»e*e condttMin» ha* beam largely mat 

aance the perfecting of the Mork II ayatem the addeaaati 

of document* proceaaed at the ILO UNIDO and OSCO 
are in the preaenbed format The laat emtnmm m um an 

ta* way ta being aatwfwd the OtCO Owvrlupment 
CatNt« ha» earned «MM important wert on priipimmnn 

H> tneuec the entry into the tMtte tystem af 

up   at   différent   paMM*   of   the 
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The second condition is the one that has mow 
occupied the attention of network member«. A common 
language for identifying m J exchanging information was 
essential if the system was to function property, In liée 
the Ito, FAO, the International Committee for Social 
Science« Documentation, the German Foundation for 
the Developing Countries and OF.CD decided to combine 
all the Ima of key words that they uaed in documentary 
analysis so as to obtain an F cotí i mu and Social 
Development Aligned Lut of Descrtpton After Saving 
been duly tested bv procesting «orne 2.500 documents 
by fourteen organizations belonging to the network, the 
bat, drawn up in finghah, h re neh and German, was 
published by the OF.CD Development Centre in 1969 
For over two years it has enabled and still enables 
development information to be processed in a 
decentralized way. However, although successful in the 
past, it M inadequate by today's standards. 

After the list was published, several organizations 
that did not take part in its compilation asked to enter 
the network, and requested that a list of descriptors be 
drawn up in accordance with their particular require 
menta. Such lists now exist for UNIDO, UNCTAD, 
UNISCO »n<* ECMT, to mention only international 
organisations. Aa the lists grew more numerous, the 
problem of establishing a new joint vocabulary »rose. 
There were two possible solutions a new list of all the 
descriptors could be compiled at the risk of considerably 
enlarging the Aligned List and making it difficult to use, 
or the terms most often used or most suitable for 
forming the core of a macro-thesaurus could be 
extracted from the vocabulary, and specialized lists 
could be related to this. 

A meeting of Ahgntd Lm experts held in Paris on S 
and 9 December 1969 opted for the latter solution Thn 
chote«, however, did nothing to reduce the difficulty of 
arriving at the essential components of the vocabulary 
and the definition of terms in general use. In order to 
»«tie the matter, various members of the network were 
aaked to consider the usefulness of each descriptor and 
to state: (1) If they were using it for their own needs, 
(2) If they thought it sufficiently impottant and relevant 
to the problems of development to be included in the 
macro-thesaurus. 

In lf70 some 6,000 descriptors were subjected to 
this scrutiny and the results were presented to a new 
meeting of Ahgned Lut experts held in Geneva that 
December At the same meeting the principles for the 
presentation of the macro-thesaurus were jointly 
decided, it being agreed that, in general, the thesaurus 
•hould reflect as far as possible the classification adopted 
by the United Nations Consultative Committee or 
AdssjiMHrative Questions The preparation of the 
macro thesaurus, which would no longer be a simple list 
•fdtsertptors bu« » documentary language whose 
comnontnts would be related to one another, occupied 
«he year 1971. Everything necessary wna dont to ensure 
ifcat  M  edition   in   five  languages   (English,   French. 

(icrman, Spanish and Portuguese) would be available in 
1977. it having been decided to entrust this task to the 
OECD Development Centre, which at present acts as a 
secretariat for the international network. 

It seems likely that the improvements thus effected 
in the Aligned Lut of Descriptors will make it a still 
more useful tool. They should in any case facilitate 
exchanges of information, promoting better utilization 
of the documentation published by the various 
organizations (such as ILO'* Internatio*»! Labour 
Documentation or OF.CD's bulletin of abstracts of its 
documents and publications) and making possible the 
direct use of tapes on which documentary abstracts 
could be recorded. 

Future developments 

The international documentation network » still of 
UH> recent creation for it to be potable to forecast 
accurately how it will develop, but its moat solid 
advantages can be noted. In an article on "Information 
Retrieval in the Computer Age" which appeared in the 
September October 1969 issue of ILO Hnorama, Mr. 
Oorgc K. Thompson, who is in charge of the Central 
Library and Documentation Branch of the ILO, wrote 
about the network in these tern»: 

"The development of this network and the tools 
needed to make it work represent a rather unique 
common effort on the part of research institutes 
and various national and international organiza- 
tions. It may take another three or five years 
for the network to become fully operational. 
When it does, a very useful tool will hav« been 
created that may not only help to cut down on 
some of the billion dollar wastage but ahm provide a 
means for making a vast storehouse of development 
information available to those who are attempting 
to solve the pressing economic and social problemi 
of our time." 

If this M to be the function of the network in the 
years ahead, it is perhaps not unreasonable to hope that 
it will bring about some changes in the moat ingrained 
documentary habits at national level. Oriented towards 
the exchange, rather than the preservation, of 
information, resolutely brought into line with the 
electronic age and founded on a division of the labour of 
analysts, it is the only way to save effort and avoid 
duplication. The international network should rapidly 
persuade documentation institutions in every country to 
change their methods and act in concert. If "developed" 
countries set an example in this respect, each accepting 
responsibility for processing the documents it produces, 
the exchange ot information will have maximum effect 
throughout the world and it will then become poeanW 
to win the collaboration of moat of the countries that 
need auch mforntation. 



EXAMPLE OF INQUIRY AND REPLY 

INQUIRY 

No. 211», received 12 JUIM 1«70: "Public utility rate,   electricity >nd water «ipply". 

/wyairvr  National board fot Public Utility Rate». National Planning Department, Bogota. Colombia. 

The inquiry  wit processed   by   the  OiCD Enquiry   Service,   which  referred   it   to 14  nabonsJ correspondent* 
(Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany. France. India, Israel, Italy. Netherlands, Fortumi Spain  Sweden 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United State«). 

REPLY 
l J june I »70- Acknowledgement of receipt. 

21 July 1P70-Disp.tch of: 

• A bibHoartphkal liât drawn up by the Enquiry Service, with photocopie, of studiee marked with an aateriek. 

• A «®Py »f the »*p!y from the Belgian correspondent, accompanied by a document on "high voltage ratei". 

• Pour documenti tent by the Swedish correspondent: "Introduction to the general fcanirct of the supply of 
electricity in Sweden". "General itipulstions for the supply of bulk power at high voltage", "Regulationi for 
low vertage power nippli«.", and "The Swedish electricity law and especially ita stipulation! about regulation 
of price and other conditions for the delivery of electrical energy". 

24 August 1970-DispiKh of: 

• A copy of the reply from the Swiss correspondent, with three collections of electricity rate« and «aiutici on 
water supply in Switzerland. 

• A copy of the reply from the United Kingdom correspondent, with bibliographical référencer 

a The brochure Dut ninno m en e«w It cMcul des pnx (Water supply: the calculation of rares), Psris, Centre 
regional dedkkme technique», IW, M »agra. 

• October 1970-DiapaKh of: 

a A copy of a letter from the Portugiese correspondent, accompanied by a document. A photocopy of the 
article by P. H. Prasad, "Electricity tariff in a developing country with special reference to India", bonomie 
<mdpahtKtt w#e*r> S (29), 20 June 1970: »74- «Ta. 

a A study prepared in Latin America by the Regional Electrical Integration Committee (Common de Integración 
Eléctrica ftegkmel), mtitJad "Panorama de las tarifas electric« en Argentina, »olivi.. Chile, Colombia. 
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay y Venerada" (Panorama of electricity tariff, in Argentina. Bolivia, Chile, 
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venexueia), Montevideo, Hartmann, 1W. 

ISC 1P70- Dispatch of: 

A copy of t memorandum prepared by the Spanish correepondenc, giving current 'ariffs in Spain. 

A copy of a letter from the Gemían Cat and Waterworks Association (Verband der deutschen Cat and 
"  ), submitted by the correspondent from the Federal Republic of Germany, with copies of the 

»/ternary 1471-Dirpaach of: 

a (three anklet and a booh) ami ¡a by the Swedish correspondent. 
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Rijksnijverheidsdienst (RND) 
Netherlands Industrial Consulting Service 
by E. F. J. Janetzky 

The Netherlands Industrial Consulting Service is not a 
private service but a division of the Netherlands Ministry 
of Economic Affairs. Its purpose is to give technical and 
technical-organizational information to Dutch industry 
and to promote and assin industry in the full sense of 
the word. 

Although no strict regulations on eligibility exist in 
practice, it has been found mat the main recipients of 
information and assistance are enterprises which, 
because of their limited size, arc unable to support an 
extensive staff of technical or organizational experts, i.e. 
small and medium-sized industries. An exception must, 
however, be made for technical literature search, a 
service of which large enterprises and institutions'in 
particular are making increasing use. 

The work of the State Service for Technical 
Information to Industry, as the RND was officially 
called when it was set up in 1910, covers a very wide 
field. Whereas before 1940 industry was above all 
interested in advice and information regarding engineer- 
ing topics, more and more information is being 
requested nowadays on chemical matters, corrosion 
problems, application and processing of olastics, 
electroplating techniques and other subjects Further- 
more, the RND is confronted increasingly with problems 
of a non-technical character. 

Apart from the director and his immediate 
assistants, the RND employs a total of 108 persons, 
including 20 industrial consultants, practically all of 
whom arc university graduates (engineering, electrical 
engineering, chemistry, physics). These consultants are 

The author. Dr. E. F. J. Janetzky, born 1914 at The 
Hague, the Netherlands, studied chemistry at Leyden 
University and received his Doctorate in Technical 
Sciences at Delft Technological University. He worked 
for some years in the chemical industry and then became 
a technical and chemical adviser with the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs. He was the proprietor of a small 
chemical factory from 1949 to 1965, and later joined 
the Ni herlands Governmental Technical Service. His 
wide knowledge and experience make him qualified to 
observe the small entrepreneur from two points of view: 
that of the entrepreneur and that of a government 
consultant. 
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assisted by 60 men and women with a lower technical 
school education. The RND has a clerical and accounting 
staff of almost Ì0. 

The industrial consultants and technical assistants 
maintain direct contact with industry. There is an office 
of the RND in each province of the Netherlands, headed 
by a consultant The consultants, the field engineers, are 
the backbone of the RND The relation between a 
consultant and a client, the client being a small 
entrepreneur, is never on a business basis, but must be of 
a personal, confidential nature. It follows that the ability 
of the consultant to win the confidence of the 
entrepreneur is of prime importance, so that the 
consultant must not be too young and must have 
technical background and wide industrial experience. 

The duties of the consultant can best be compared 
with those of a family doctor. The family doctor is the 
confidential source of information on many problems 
lying directly or only indirectly in the medici) sphere, 
and   the   RND   consultant   has   a  similar  rol»  i,i  the 
industrial sphere. He must be able to make a business 
diagnosis, which will often reveal that the matters on 
which  advice is requested are not the most significant 
matters requiring attention. He will know many of the 
firms and industrialists in his province, since in most 
cases the problems will be examined not in his office but 
in the factories themselves. Problems of all kinds can be 
discussed  with   him:  problems relating to techniques, 
composition, production, purchasing, finance, patents, 
exports, licences and the like. He himself will be alile to 
give  an  answer  to  many  questions.  As required   the 
consultant will also consult with or call in the assit nnce 
of the various government, semi-government or private 
bodies dealing with matters of industry with which RND 
maintains close contacts. Thus he may turn to one of the 
TNO (applied scientific research) organizations for a 
special technical problem, to the NIDER (Netherlands 
Institute for Information, Documentation and Registra 
non)   for  an   extensive  literature  search,  oi   to   the 
Ministry   of  Economic Affairs for information on a 
particular sector of industry.  He  will also act as an 
intermediary in establishing contact between his client 
and government or municipal authorities, suppliers etc. 
As an independent expert his advice may be sought on 
legal problems of a technical nature, on examination 
matters or by the Chambers of Commerce. 



The small industrialist is often hardly aware of the 
numerous existing institutes and services, so that he do<:s 
not know to whom he should turn in a particular matter. 
And when he knows, he may not have the 
resourcefulness to contact 'he organization that could 
help him. The RND consultant, on the other hand, is 
familiar with the organization of industry in the 
Netherlands and knows how to approach the major 
research and scientific bodies and the machinery of the 
Government. He has access everywhere and is thus able 
to do a great deal tor his client that the client himself 
would not have been able to do, or only with much 
effort and loss of time. 

For the clients it is particularly important that the 
consultant be a non-interested party, so that he is in all 
circumstances able to give neutral and objective advice. 

When we started the Service in 1910, wt did so with 
two principles, two direttive? which, in our opinion, are 
essential to the existence of an efficiently working 
government consulting service: 

(a) The work of the organization must be 
absolutely unbiased. Nobody is favoured and 
our staff members are sworn to secrecy. The 
information and help are given to the individual 
enterprises. 

(b) In most cases the advice given by the 
organization is free of charge. 

The RND docs not grant loans to industry these 
may be obtained in the usual way from banks or if no 
security can be given by the applicant-from the 
Middcnstandsbank, in which case the Government acts 
as guarantor. If necessary, the Government asks the 
RND to make a report on the technical and economic 
capacities of the client and his enterprise. 

The RND has nine sector information officers: these 
are specialists whose task it is to assist and support craft 
industries and small industrial undertakings The 
information provided is no longer limited solely to the 
technical aspects of the business in question, although 
these still remain important. 

Organization Information Department 

Since 1945, there has been a sh'ft in emphasis in the 
questions received from industry towards non-technical 
problems. Advice is sought on matters relating to cost, 
organization, administration and other matters that are 
not specifically technical in nature but are nevertheless 
an integral part of the problems of business. Very often 
these are matters on which a satisfactory answer can be 
given only after rather lengthy investigation. Such 
investigations require more time than the consultants 
can afford to devote to an individual firm. To meet this 
need, a special Organization Information Department 
was set up. The staff of this department has technical 
education and some years of operational experience, 
and,   in   addition,   has   received   special   training   in 

The Government Ittduttrul Laboratory at RND 

cost-price calculation, organization and management 
techniques. Since, owing to the nature of its work, this 
department has to devote much more time to individual 
enterprises, its advice is not given free of charge; a fee is 
payable in accordance with a scale cf charges established 
by the Ministry of economic Affairs. 

The Government Industrial Laboratory 

The Rijksnuverheidslaboratorium RNL (Govern- 
ment Industrial Laboratory) in Delft, set up in 191 3, is a 
weM-equipped development workshop. The object of this 
laboratory is to develop- in conjunction with and on 
behalf of an industrial enterprise prototypes of 
machines and equipment in a number of fields, including 
the electrical engineering sector. Many an idea that has 
occurred to a manufacturer has resulted in the creation 
of a machine which, without the RNL, would probably 
never have reached the development stage In recent 
years the RNL has developed several machines and items 
cf equipment for the mechanization and automation of 
processes and manufacturing steps. Totally different 
production sectors are frequently involved. The 
materials and components involved are charged at cost. 
The time spent on assignments is charged in accordance 
with a fixed scale. The consultants often bring to the 
staff of this laboratory problems of a purely technical 
character. 

Documentation, Literature Search and Informa- 
tion Department 

The RND has a small but well-equipped information 
centre at its disposal. Its starting point was the 
consideration that a significant source of reliable 
information is to be found in patents-documents drawn 
up with great care by experts skilled in technical 
matters-and that the RND's information centre should 
be located close to that source. As the Patent Office in 
The Hague has a world-wide reputation, and has at its 
disposal a collection of more than 20 million patent 
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specifications from every major industrialized country in 
the world (more than 20,000 books on technical and 
scientific subjects and 1,000 technical journals), 
proximity to this source has proved to be advantageous. 

One of the tasks that the RND-and mort 
particularly the Information Department performs for 
industry is giving advice *o entrepreneurs, or to persons 
who believe they have invented something and would 
like to apply for a patent Some 800 inventors approach 
the RND each year, and this service is able to save most 
of them loss of time and money and disappointments 
The few who remain are shown how to go about turning 
their invention into a patent or to profitable use The 
RND does not here assume the role of patent agent, on 
the contrary, if it is ftlt that an invention has a chance 
of success, the inventor is directed to a patent agent. 

Extension Services 
UND panictpatei at tradì fom 

From an investigation carried out in 1965 by the 
NIVE (Netherlands Institute for Efficiency) it appeared 
that there was in the Netherlands a considerable lack of 
knowledge of the existence of government and 
semi-official organizations whose task it is to give 
information and to provide assistance to Dutch industry. 
Little was also known of the services provided by RND. 
To remedy this defect RND decided to promote its work 
more actively in the best interests of Dutch industry. 
For this purpose articles on the RND are regularly 
published in newspapers, journals, periodicals etc. In 
these numerous publications the purpose of the RND is 
clearly described: how it is organized and how it works. 
The articles are published free by the lespective editors. 
Several broadcasts concerning the purpose and organiza- 
tion of the RND have been given on the radio and on 
television. 

The RND keeps a stock of pamphlets, which are 
made available for trade fairs, exhibitions etc., where it 
is thought necessary to draw the attention of the public 
to the RND. Lectures on the tasks and methods of the 
RND are given by the head of the Department of 
Documentation, Literature Search and Information to 
foreign students in Dr rt and The Hague. 

One method of encouraging and assisting industry 
and at the same time advertising the RND is 
participation by the RND in trade fairs or other 
exhibitions with collective stands. A small, promising 
company not yet large enough to afford a stand of its 
own is thus enabled to be represented at trade fairs. In 
addition, enterprises making products the RND con- 
siders to be of potential interest to Dutch industry are 
invited to participate in the RND stands. It may also 
occur that at small fairs of local importance the RND 
has only a small stand, at which a member of its staff 
gives demonstrations, e.g. in the field of metal welding. 

The consultano do not sit passively in their offices 
•waiting their clients: they are generally active in visiting 
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the various firms in their district. They often join 
committees and are members of the board of unions and 
of associations where the participation of a technical, 
impartial expert is appreciated. 

The RND does not have its own journal. Although 
many articles are prepared by the RND in several fields 
of interest to Dutch industry, they are published in 
existing journals of which there are hundreds in the 
Netherlands. Editors gladly use this free copy, some of 
the articles indicating the authorship of RND, others 
not. Experts in this field generally agree that 
information published in the right journals is the best 
and most effective way of giving information to 
industry. 

The RND has established and maintains numerous 
contacts with similar bodies in other countries and with 
international organizations, universities, colleges of 
advanced technology and factories. 
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Answers to Industrial Inquiries 
The UNIDO Industrial Inquiry Service receives 

requests from developing countries for possible solutions 
to a wide variety of industrial problems ro give readers 
an idea of the range of the topics covered, each issue of 
the Industrial Research and Development News carries a 
selected list of questions recently received by the Service 
in addition to an answer to a specific inquiry. 

Readers are invited to write to the Industrial 
Inquiry Service for further information on answers to 
any of the questions published below, quoting the 
reference number, or to submit inquiries on similar or 
other industrial problems. 

Information has been requested on the following: 

Investment   data,   production,   techniques,   etc.,   for 
gypsum plants 

A bank in Iran (X 1222) 

Techniques of rock salt production 
An institute tn Kuwait (X 1221) 

Improving the condition of ammonium nitrate 

An institute in Pakistan (X 1240) 

Protein concent: ates from waste material and petroleum 
An inquirer from Brasil (X 1243) 

Markets for sodium sulphate 
A company in Turkey (X 1244) 

The Worcra Copper Smelting process (the number of 
points) 

A company m Turkey (X 1250) 

Carboxymeihylcellulosc 
An institute in Spain (X 125 7) 

Chemical plant for the production of furfural from corn 
cobs and other vegetable wastes 

A company in Pakistan (X 1267) 

Honeycomb sandwiches used for construction purposes 
A company in Colombia (XI206) 

Production of potato chips 
An inquirer from Turkey (X 1220) 

Technical know-how for the production of "bronze 
powders" in different colours 

A laboratory in India (X 1187) 

The purposes for which tripolite can be used 
A company in Syria (X 1194) 

Training of small-scale industrialists in the developing 
countries and the relevant staffing and credit arrange- 
ments 

An industrial ctntrt tn Madagascar (X 1197) 

Sulphurated Detergents from Dodecyl Benzene 

A request was received from Bolivia for information 
on the manufacture of sulphonated detergents from 
dodecyl ben/.ene, the techniques used, and the 
equipment required. The following reply was received 
from VITA Volunteers for International Technical 
Assistance, Inc., College Campus, Schenectady, New 
York, 12308, USA. 

The manufacture of detergents from dodecyl ben- 
zene sulphomc acid is essentially a matter of neutralizing 
the acid with a suitable base (normally either sodium, 
potassium or ammonium) and then adding whatever may 
be desired in the way of thickening agents, dyes, scents 
and so forth In general, there are two types of detergent 
to be considered: liquid and solid (in granular or powder 
form). 

To make a good liquid, water and the calculated 
amount of the acid ("DDBSA") are placed in a stainless 
steel vessel (to protect colour) fitted with suitable means 
of agitation. For very small operations, the stirring can 
even be manual. The DDBSA is then trickled slowly into 
the aqueous fraction, allowing time for reaction. If 
quantities have been accurately calculated and the purity 
of the DDBSA is known, the result will be a neutral 
semi-finished product. In practice, however, some 
"balancing" will nearly always be required, in the form 
of addition of small amounts of either acid or alkali, to 
make sure the batch finally contains neither free acid 
nor free alkali. Thickening of the liquid product thus 
prepared can be accomplished by adding relatively small 
amounts of sodium tripolyphosphate or tetrapotassium 
pyrophosphate, and of course, by adjusting the total 
amount of water and thus the anhydrous content of the 
batch. Proprietary ethyleneoxide condensation products 
(non-ionic), and organic amides are also used. 

To make a powdered or granular product, a powder 
mixer should be used, into which are poured such 
amounts of sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, 
tetrasodium pyrophosphate, sodium tripolyphosphate 
and other ingredients (not excluding very small amounts 
of hydroxide) as are needed to add qualities to the 
finished product. The agitator is then started- it should 
turn at about 30 rpm in the dry powder mix-and the 
DDBSA is slowly trickled in. The agitation is continued 
until it is evident that the acid/alkali reaction is 
complete. If the batch becomes warm, it may be 
necessary to let it remain in the mixer for several hours, 
and then to re-run the agitator for a short time to break 
up lumps, and assure a permanently stable product, 
physically speaking. Obviously, any desired dye and 
odorant can be added toward the end of the mixing 
cycle. 
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^||F PROJECTS 
UNDO 

During February 1972, UNIDO placed orders for 
equipment and contracts for consultant services worth 
almost 1200,000. 

Orders for industrial machinery and equipment for 
UNIDO field projects included precision instruments to 
be supplied by Carl Zeiss, Federal Republic of Germany, 
to the National Institute of Technology and Standards, 
Asunción, Paraguay, an asbestos testing machine from 
Lynn MacLeod Capital Equipment, Canada, for a pilot 
plant to be established in Bolivia under an UNIDO 
contract; duplicating equipment from Roneo Vickers, 
United Kingdom, for the documentation and informa 
tion facilities at the Arab Organization for Standardiza- 
tion and Metrology (ASMO), Cairo, Egypt; a molecular 
distillation unit purchased from Arthur F. Smith Inc., 
United States, for the Technological Research Institute! 
Bangkok, Thailand; and under financing from voluntary 
contributions to UNIDO, an order with Metronex, 
Poland, covering industrial laboratory equipment to 
assist in the establishment of a central laboratory for the 
vegetable and essential oil industry in Guinea. 

Details of the contracts, placed in seven different 
countries, are: 

1. Contractor:    Institut français de recherches 
fruitières Outremer (IFAC), 
France U3.190 

Country People's Republic of the Congo 

Project: Feasibility study for the establishment 
of an integrated agro-industrial  pine- 
apple processing combine, 

UNIDO will assist the Government of the Congo by 
providing it with a comprehensive technical and 
economic feasibility study for the establishment of a 
modern agro-industrial combine comprising the planta- 
tion, processing and marketing aspects. The contractor 
will also have to analyse available data gathered during 
previous investigations. The results will also facilitate the 
Government's choice of the most appropriate form of 
investment to implement this industrial venture 

Thailand 
2. Contractor: 

Country: 

Berenschot Bosboom N.V. 
(Netherlands) 
Thailand 

Project: Manufacture   of  smalt   internal   com- 
bustion engines 

The Government of Thailand has requested UNIDO 
assistance in determining the feasibility of manufacture 
within the country of such engines for water pumps, 
river transpon and small agricultural appliances. The 
services of the consulting firm involve an assessment of 
the present foundry industry, recommendations for the 
improvement and expansion of manufacturing facilities, 
elaboration of a feasibility study covering technical and 
economic aspects, and the formulation of a programme 
of action. It is anticipated that the reinforcement of 
foundry technology and facilities will gradually lead to 
the manufacture of engines of higher rating for 
application in engineering, mining and agriculture. 

Mali 

J. Contractor:   Chemokomplex/Aluterv 
(Hungary) $41,16$ 

Country:        Mali 
Project: Pre-feasibility study for an integrated 

aluminium industry 

The aim is to assess the technical and economic 
viability of an integrated aluminium industry based on 
extensive bauxite deposits. The consultancy will cover 
investigations as to the mining of bauxite, its procesaing 
on an industrial scale to alumina and the smelting of 
alumina to aluminium as well as the production of 
primary aluminium products. In this context, inter- 
regional plans for the construction of a power dam on 
the Senegal river create favourable prospect* for electric 
energy generation in the region. The contractor is 
further required to asteas the conditions for the 
establishment of an aluminium smelter in Mali and the 
prospects of producing primary aluminium products, 
estimate the investments required, determine the 
minimum economic capacity and recommend further 
steps to be taken, either in separate stages or a« an 
integrated aluminium industry. The duties also include 
laboratory testing of bauxite samples. 

M 5,200 
Swaziland 

4. Contractor: 
Country; 

Alfa-Laval Al. (Sweden) 127,000 
Swaziland 



Project: Services in connexion with the instaHa- 
tion  and commissioning of i tall oil 
production plant 

On« of the main by-products of the U*utu Pulp Mill 
at Bhunya it sulphate «oap, disposal of which presents i 
problem. Since there exists a process for splitting the 
sulphate soap to yield crude tall oil for which there is a 
world-wide demand, the Government of Swaziland has 
requested UNIDO assistance in providing a complete 
layout for such a plant and initiating its production of 
crude tall oü. The consulting firm is required io prepare 
the site layout and plans for the factory, draw up 
detailed specifications for ancillary equipment, supervise 
local contractors in the assembly and installation of the 
various plant items, carry out tests to ensure proper 
functioning and instruct the plant manager on operation 
and maintenance. 

J. Contractor:   Norm Consultants Ltd. 
(United Kingdom) $12,000 

Country:       Senegal 
Project: Assistance in the utilization of rattan 

cane 

As part of the UNDP assistance programme to the 
Société nationale d'études et de promotion industrielles 
(SONEP1) in Senegal, this UNIDO-executed project 
covers the industrial use of locally grown rattan cane. 
The contractor is to advise on harvesting and 
pnr-trcatment methods, use of rattan for furniture and 
other products and to train personnel. 

Under financing from the Indian voluntary contri 
butions to the UNIDO General Trust Fund, the 
following contract has been concluded : 

é. Contractor:   National Institute for Training in 
Industrial Engineering (NITIE), 

••»** 17,500 
OsMMry:       India 

Study  am cosnputer utdeaation in the 
! industries 

The object M to identify the »reas of utilization of 
computers as related to the industrialization of India and 
developments during the last ten year», analyse 
problema, recommend corrective measures and ensure 
effective implementation of these recommendation« 
The contractor will also prepare guidelines for 
undertaking similar studies in other developing count- 
ries, to be used by UNIDO. 

UNIDO Newtktter 

7.  Contractor:   Sute Committee of ihr USSR 
Council of Ministers for Science 
»nd Technology (GKNT), USSR $2,200 

Project : Russian edition of the UNIDO monthly 
Ntmtietter 1P72 

This is the second such contract placed with GKNT. 
It is financed from the Soviet voluntary contribution to 
UNIDO and covers translation, printing and distribution 
of the Newslttttr 

GHSSMMC* for Project Ivikmi«, 

A detailed, scholarly and practical guide to 
the realities and true costs of national 
economic development, r-or economists, 
industrial planners, financial institutions, 
government departments and universale* 
ìtì pages (Sales No. f 72.11 .R.I I. MIO 
dothbound, 12.95 paperbound). 
Order through your local United Nations 
saie» distributors, your bookseller, or direct- 
ly from: United Nations Publication«, Pala» 
des Nations, Clt-1211 Geneva 10, Switzer- 
land or United Nations Publications, 
LX 2100, New York, New York 10017, 
United States of America. 
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Calendar of Meetings 

Preudenatadt, 2 * October The 
Secretary, Association tor Re 

mforced Mutiti, Niddastraasc 44 
MMN) Frankfurt tm-Mtin Federal 
Republic oí Germany 

ayia^OaSMa      MI     WfomMkNt     and 
a*»s»»t of MMi Sabasct ts> «M* 

«MlMé 

CiMM, 4 é Orrober Mr R (• 

L'rtertmtc, Secretary General, Inter 
INMMMMI Umwn ot resting and 

Research laboratories for Materials 
and «traitum, 12 rue Rrancion. 
Nr» I Se, France 

Sfc* a»d Seeei CM. 

London, United Kingdom. 9 12 

(Jetober Mr P. V Renott. Deputy 

Secretary (onerai, International Iron 
and Stavi Institute. Place du Champ 
dt   Man   $,   R- I050   Rruaerkt.   Ret- 

Kyoto Japan, II 14 Ottober 
American Irwtituic of Chemical In 

pnetn 14} Käst 47th Street New 

Y.»rk  N.V   KNM7   United Sta'e» 

CeJosjsbim an tasrmeama. (Glaset 
Puntate Ousput 

Sheffield, 25 October Mr D. 

Hoawksworth Society oí (¿taw Tech- 
nology rhcM-nn.n, IV HaHam Cjate 

Road. Sheffield, »»grand. 

tyatpeanMi an Jet Pumps ar 1 
Bpjcaaw 

London, I November Mr H. Ve 

phens, MIRA Muid Fngmeermg, 
Crtnfield. Redford. England 

Athens. Greece II Uciober II 

November Mr C. J. Stanford. 
General Secretary International 

IlectrotcchiMcal Commneion, I rue 
dr Varembr 1211 Geneva 2«, 
Switieriand 

& .up 

Amatar, lam, Netherlands, ••- I ) Octo- 

ber. Mr. i Hooper. Honorary General Mdan. November Peataiie* oí 
Secretary, 'nternationaJ Deep Drew Scienti*. «„<! Terbmcal Aaeoet- 

Mg Research r«oup. 17 It Jo*,, MMMM, PtesMie RodaMe Morand«. 
Adam ftteet,   Union  U.C.?    bug- 2   29121  Mden. haty 

Catta 

Atlanti«' Cuy w Jersey } 7 
December Mr J Spergel. Co- 

Cherrman International Wire and 

(Abie Symposium, IS Army Piretro 

mc* (ommand Attn AMStL TL 
M* KIWI Monmouth New jersey 
»77»}  United Slate* 

M»»KO Cttv Mexico I» II Decem- 

ber Mr» Joan McPsdden. American 
SBCWIV for reatini and Materiata 

I fié Race Street. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania   191»}    Umted  State*. 

Sfa*   Ti 

Madra>, fa i« December Dr DM 

kar, Officer in-Chargr Indian Rubber 

Manufacturer* Research Association, 
Ret   I  M   Koad  A, Wagte  lata«*. 
I RgffNl  ^rWnwtt»Wams•Wt"al I,  IWwIaV 

Mat* 

a«aéa New  Zealand.   December   Mr   G. f. 
•abc. c/o Mimstry ai «orbi, Ne« 

leeiawd HyaVatamtsi Socstty. P.O. 
Rea 1204I. 

Tee« 

f-14 Ottobat.  Identifie ttaéaptit. 4  9 
•»tatty    ai   MstbanicaJ    Pnmnun, Society   «I 
P.a IM 4J1, Ratafia. >, Hsmgai) P.O. Rai «91, 
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